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### MEETING LAYOUT:
- Live feed video
- Chat box
- Meeting recording

### DURING THE MEETING:
- Live feed video you can watch
- Chat box for questions

### AFTER THE MEETING:
- Email: lindsay.koehnke@denvergov.org
- Website: denvergov.org/parkprojects
- Meeting recording for later access

### COVID-19 UPDATE:
- Working from home and hosting this public meeting virtually to help Flatten the Curve
- Dogs/cats/children/roommates may make special appearances!

### HAVE QUESTIONS? ¿TIENE PREGUNTAS?
- There’s a CHAT panel on the right side of your screen.
- Hay un panel CHAT en el lado derecho de la pantalla de la computadora.

### JUST CLICK THE ICON BELOW: HAGA CLIC EN EL ICONO ABAJO:

### AND ASK AWAY! ¡Y PREGUNTE!

### LIVE CAPTIONS AND SUBTITLES SUBTÍTULOS EN VIVO
- Use the settings button to turn on captions/subtitles.
- Use el botón de configuración para activar los subtítulos.
**COMMUNITY SURVEY**

**DISTANCE BETWEEN PARK/HOME**
- 0 to .5 mi: 59.8%
- .6 to 1 mi: 26%
- 1 to 5 mi: 13%
- 6 to 10 mi: 2%
- Over 10 mi: 0%

**TIME AT CURRENT RESIDENCE**
- Under 2 yrs: 0%
- 2 to 5 yrs: 10%
- 6 to 10 yrs: 19%
- 11 to 20 yrs: 19%
- Over 20 yrs: 5%

**PARK LOCATION**
- Walk: 70%
- Bike: 9.8%
- Car: 18.5%
- Public Transit: 1.2%
- Other: 0%

**TOP 5 PARK ACTIVITIES**
- Walking on pathways
- Using playground
- Jogging on pathways
- Resting on park benches
- Playing at sport fields

**TOP 5 PARK FEATURES**
- Paths and sidewalks
- Shade
- Seating
- Playground
- Picnic area

**KEY PARK IMPROVEMENTS**
- Surfacing
- Picnic area
- Shade

**PARK SAFETY**
- Safety en Route: 85%
- Safety at Location: 92%

**RESIDENT GENDER**
- Female: 62%
- Male: 37%
- Non-Binary: 1%

**RESIDENT AGE**
- Under 18: 0%
- 18 to 34: 5%
- 35 to 44: 24%
- 45 to 54: 22%
- 55 to 64: 19%
- 65 to 74: 17%
- Over 75: 5%

**RESIDENT COMMENTS**
- "This green park, with gorgeous views of the mountains, lovely trees, peaceful walks is a jewel of our neighborhood."
- "New picnic tables would be great!"
- "There is no paved access from the intersection at Lowry Blvd and Monaco. A 30’ path can easily take care of this."
- "I can walk the loops even after snow/ice because the walkways are plowed and well-maintained. Much safer than many of the streets."
- "It is a safe place for kids to run free."
- "It’s beautiful with the large trees and spaciousness. I love walking around it. We walk almost daily through the park."

**RESIDENTS WITH KIDS <18**
- Yes: 43%
- No: 57%

**RESIDENT LOCATION**
- Yes: 52%
- No: 48%
EXISTING CONDITIONS

- EXISTING TRAILS ARE MOSTLY ASPHALT PAVED WITH SOME CONCRETE CONNECTIONS
- A NEW PEDESTRIAN SIGNAL ALLOWS SAFE CROSSING OF MONACO PARKWAY FROM EAST TO WEST
- EXISTING AMENITIES INCLUDE A PLAYGROUND, BATHROOM, PICNIC AREA, TENNIS COURTS, SOCCER FIELDS, AND BASEBALL FIELDS
**WALK IMPROVEMENTS**

**PHASING PLAN**

- **Trail Priorities are based on a Conditions Survey and Accessibility Requirements to Comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)**

- **Trail Improvement Budget is based on the available funds established by the Elevate Denver Bond**

- **Picnic Area Enhancements provide improved, accessible and shaded areas for group and individual picnicking**

- **The limits of Phase 1 and Phase 2 will be based on construction bidding process and may be changed at time of construction**

---

**Maps**

- New Concrete Path Area
- Deteriorating Asphalt Paths

---

**Images**

- Picnic Area
- Pathway Improvement
OVERALL PROPOSED PLAN

PROPOSED PLAN

- Trails have been revised in key areas to create more gentle slopes compliant with ADA requirements.
- Trails have been rerouted around existing trees to limit the impact to existing root zones.
- A new access trail has been provided to the new crossing at S Monaco Parkway and E Lowry Boulevard.
- A new accessible picnic area that provides spaces for larger groups.
PHASE 1 PROPOSED PLAN

- Existing Playground
- Existing Bathroom
- Proposed Picnic Area Improvements
- New Walk to Monaco Parkway at Crosswalk
- Existing Parking
- Existing Tennis Courts
- Phase 2 Trail Improvements
- Phase 2 Trail Improvements
PICNIC AREA IMPROVEMENTS

DESIGN GOALS
- Provide innovative ideas to activate community space
- Address ADA accessibility for all abilities
- Develop spaces for all ages to enjoy safely
- Protect existing trees
- Maintain character of site and neighborhood
- Create a cohesive space that follows the Picnic Master Plan
- Remove existing concrete tables
- Keep as many existing tables as possible in the shaded areas
PICNIC AREA IMPROVEMENTS

- NEW GRILLS
- SEAT WALLS
- NEW TREES
- NEW PICNIC TABLES
- EXISTING PICNIC TABLES
- NEW BIKE RACKS
- NEW TRAIL ALIGNMENT
- EXISTING GRILL
PICNIC AREA IMPROVEMENTS

- NEW GRILLS
- NEW PICNIC TABLES
- NEW BIKE RACKS
- 18" SEAT WALLS
- NEW TREES
- PROPOSED TRAIL REALIGNMENT
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PICNIC AREA IMPROVEMENTS

- NEW PICNIC TABLES
- NEW GRILLS
- 18" SEAT WALLS
- NEW BIKE RACKS
- NEW TREES
- NEW WALK ALIGNMENT
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POSSIBLE PHASE 2 OPTIONS

POSSIBLE LOCATIONS FOR EXERCISE EQUIPMENT

- KEARNEY STREET
- LOCUST STREET
- E CEDAR AVENUE
- S LOCUST STREET
- S LOWRY BOULEVARD
- S MONACO PARKWAY
- SOUTHMOOR DRIVE
- LOCUST STREET
- S MONACO PARKWAY
- SOUTHMOOR DRIVE

- EMBEDDED MILEAGE MARKERS
- POLE MOUNTED MILEAGE MARKERS
- PAINTED MILEAGE MARKERS
- STANDING EXERCISE STATION
- SITTING EXERCISE STATION
- ARM PRESS EXERCISE STATION
HAVE QUESTIONS? ¿TIENE PREGUNTAS?

- There’s a CHAT panel on the right side of your screen
- Hay un panel CHAT en el lado derecho de la pantalla de la computadora.

JUST CLICK THE ICON BELOW: HAGA CLIC EN EL ICONO ABAJO:

AND ASK AWAY! ¡Y PREGUNTE!
THANK YOU!

LINDSAY KOEHNKE
CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER
EMAIL: LINDSAY.KOEHNKE@DENVERGOV.ORG
WEBSITE: DENVERGOV.ORG/PARKPROJECTS

PLEASE SEND ANY ADDITIONAL FEEDBACK TO LINDSAY.KOEHNKE@DENVERGOV.ORG